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Each	 year	 in	 Flanders	 about	 20‐25	 newborns	 are	 diagnosed	with	
profound	 (>90	 dB	HL)	 sensorineural	 hearing	 loss	 on	 one	 side	 and	
normal	hearing	contralaterally1	also	termed	congenital	single‐sided	
deafness	 (cSSD).	 In	Flanders,	 as	 in	many	other	parts	of	 the	world,	
there	 is	no	standard	care	 for	 these	children.	 It	 is,	however,	widely	
acknowledged	 that	 their	 ability	 to	 localise	 sound	 sources	 and	 to	
understand	speech	in	noisy	situations	is	hampered2,3	due	to	absent	
binaural	hearing.	Moreover,	at	group	level,	SSD	has	been	shown	to	
negatively	 affect	 language	 and	 cognitive	 development	 and	 to	 in‐




associated	 with	 outcomes	 after	 intervention,11	 it	 is	 advised	 that	
treatment	is	provided	within	this	early	critical	period.	This	is	to	pre‐
vent	overrepresentation	of	 the	hearing	ear	 in	 the	auditory	system	
and	biased	input	to	higher	order	cortical	areas,	and	to	possibly	re‐
store	cortical	organisation.











dren	 with	 regard	 to	 the	 development	 of	 language	 and	 complex	
cognition,	given	 the	 reported	significant	differences	 to	NH	peers	









































•	 Longitudinal	observation	 is	of	key	 importance	 to	draw	
conclusions	regarding	CI	benefit.




Age at implantationa 










CI use (average hours 
per day ± SD)
SSD_CI_1 10 mo 02.02;21 Left Fracture	of	left	
petrous	bone	
due	to	fall
>90 42.1 3.0 ± 1.3c
SSD_CI_2 NHS 00.08;21 Left cCMV >80 31.8 7.0 ± 3.7
SSD_CI_4 NHS 01.00;26 Left cCMV >80 18.8 4.7 ± 1.2
SSD_CI_5 NHS 01.02;24 Right IEM	(incomplete	
partition	type	
II)
>80 17.2 8.1 ± 1.1
SSD_CI_6 NHS 01.02;15 Right cCMV >80 14.4 7.0 ± 1.6
SSD_CI_8 NHS 01.02;22 Left cCMV 100 11.5 6.8 ± 1.3
SSD_noCI_1 NHS 01;03 Left CND >85   
SSD_noCI_2 NHS 01;02 Right cCMV >100   
SSD_noCI_3 NHS 03;00 Right unclear >80   
SSD_noCI_4 NHS 01;06 Right cCMV >70   
SSD_noCI_5 NHS 02;11 Left CND >85   
SSD_noCI_6 NHS 03;01 Left CND >90   
SSD_noCI_7d Perinatal 01;11 Left CND >95   
SSD_noCI_8 NHS 02;02 Right CND >90   
SSD_noCI_9 NHS 02;06 Left CND >90   
SSD_noCI_11 NHS 02;00 Right cCMV >90   
SSD_noCI_12 NHS 01;06 Left CND >85   















with,	 respectively,	 the	Schlichting	Receptive	 test18	 and	Expressive	
Language19	 sub	 tests	 expressive	 vocabulary	 and	 morphosyntac‐
















the	 SSD_CI	 and	 the	 SSD_noCI	 children.	 In	 addition,	 per	 test	 it	
is	 investigated	 how	many	 children	 show	 a	 z‐score	 ≤−1,	 indicat‐
ing	that	performance	is	clinically	lower	than	average	with	respect	
to	 the	 Flemish	 norm	 data	 of	 the	 test	 itself.	 Both	 calculations	
are	 based	 on	 the	 child's	 performance	 at	 the	 last	 measurement	
moment.
3  | RESULTS
Data	 logging	 shows	 that	 the	SSD_CI	children	wore	 their	CI	 for	on	
average	6.1	±	1.9	hours	per	day	(across	data	logs),	with	individual	CI	
use	varying	from	3.0	±	1.3	to	8.1	±	1.1	hours	per	day,	see	Table	1.
With	 regard	 to	 language	development,	 the	 toddlers	of	 the	SSD_
CI	group	seem	to	perform	largely	 in	 line	with	the	NH	control	group,	

























our	 knowledge,	we	 are	 the	 first	 to	 assess	 linguistic	 and	 cognitive	
skills	in	children	implanted	at	a	very	young	age.





ically	 lower	 than	average	with	 respect	 to	 the	Flemish	norm	data	
of	the	respective	tests,	especially	with	regard	to	morphosyntactic	
skills	and	expressive	vocabulary.	Difficulties	in	these	branches	of	
linguistics	 have	 recently	 been	 reported	 for	 school‐aged	 children	
with	unaided	SSD	as	well.22
Also,	 test	 scores	 concerning	 cognition	 show	 lower	 perfor‐
mance	 compared	 to	 the	 NH	 control	 group	 for	 relatively	 more	
SSD_noCI	children	than	SSD_CI	children.	Time	will	show	whether	
differences	 in	cognitive	abilities	persist	and	 if	so,	whether	these	












municating	 in	 noisy	 situations	 is	 still	 challenging	 for	 the	 SSD_CI	







Our	 protocol	 is	 extended	 when	 the	 children	 are	 older	 to	 in‐
clude	evaluation	of	auditory	performance,	phonological	processing,	








largely	 in	 line	with	 the	NH	 children	with	 regard	 to	 linguistic	 skills	







abilities	 is	of	key	 importance	 to	draw	conclusions	on	CI	benefit	 in	
this	population.








     |  675CORRESPONDENCE: OUR EXPERIENCE
TA B L E  2  Performance	of	the	SSD	groups	in	comparison	to	the	NH	control	group	and	test	norm	dataa 
 Lower than performance NH control group
Lower than clinically considered average 
performance
Test/Questionnaire SSD_CI group SSD_noCI group SSD_CI group SSD_noCI group
Language	comprehension 1/6 6/12 0/6 1/12
Expressive	vocabulary 2/6 7/12 0/6 3/12
Morphosyntactic	knowledgea 0/6 5/11 0/6 2/11
Cognitive	skills 1/6 6/12 1/6 3/12
PEACHa,b     
Auditory	functioning	in	quiet 2/6 3/9 ‐ ‐
Auditory	functioning	in	noise 3/6 7/9 ‐ ‐
Ease	of	listening	in	quiet 2/6 4/9 ‐ ‐
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